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Separation length in high-enthalpy shock Õboundary-layer interaction
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Experiments were performed in the T5 Hypervelocity Shock Tunnel to investigate nonequilibrium
real-gas effects on separation length using a double-wedge geometry and nitrogen test gas. Local
external flow conditions were estimated by computing the inviscid nonequilibrium flow field. A new
scaling parameter was developed to approximately account for wall temperature effects on
separation length for a laminar nonreacting boundary layer and arbitrary viscosity law. A
classification was introduced to divide mechanisms for real-gas effects into those acting internal and
external to viscous regions of the flow. Internal mechanisms were further subdivided into those
arising upstream and downstream of separation. Analysis based on the ideal dissociating gas model
and a scaling law for separation length of a nonreacting boundary layer showed that external
mechanisms due to dissociation may decrease separation length at low incidence but depend on the
free-stream dissociation at high incidence. A limited numerical study of reacting boundary layers
showed that internal mechanisms due to recombination occurring in the boundary layer upstream of
separation cause a slight decrease in separation length relative to a nonreacting boundary layer with
the same external conditions. Correlations were obtained of experimentally measured separation
length using local external flow parameters computed for reacting flow, which scales out external
mechanisms but not internal mechanisms. These showed the importance of the new scaling
parameter in high-enthalpy flows, a linear relationship between separation length and reattachment
pressure ratio, and a Reynolds-number effect for transitional interactions. A significant increase in
scaled separation length was observed in the experimental data at high enthalpy. The increase was
attributed to an internal mechanism arising from recombination in the free-shear layer downstream
of separation, perhaps altering its velocity profile. This real-gas effect depends on the combined
presence of free-stream dissociation and a cold wall. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interaction between a shock wave and a boundary la
can produce a region of separated flow. The phenome
may occur, for example, at the upstream-facing cor
formed by a deflected control surface on a hypersonic ree
vehicle, where the length of separation has implications
control effectiveness. Separation can also occur wher
shock wave generated internally to a hypersonic
breathing propulsion system impinges on a boundary la
Thus separation length may be important in determining
gine performance. In addition, knowledge regarding sep
tion length in shock/boundary-layer interactions has r
evance to separation length in supersonic wake flow.

The mechanisms by which nonequilibrium real-gas
fects act to change separation length in high-enthalpy sh
boundary-layer interaction are poorly understood. Previ
experiments have either explored regimes where real-ga
fects are insignificant or have not found conclusive resu
and while several computational studies have found differ
real-gas effects under different conditions, nowhere in
existing literature is there presented a unified explanation

a!Present address: Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Me
87185; electronic mail: jpdavis@sandia.gov
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the mechanisms involved~see Sec. I A 2!. The objective of
the present work is to develop a framework for describ
mechanisms for real-gas effects in shock/boundary-layer
teraction, and where possible, to validate these mechan
by experiments~in the T5 Hypervelocity Shock Tunnel a
Caltech! and by comparison to previous results in the lite
ture.

The present study is limited to two-dimensional intera
tions generated by an upstream-facing corner on a do
wedge, an abstraction of flow on a reentry vehicle at angle
attack with deflection of a trailing body flap. To remove
many complications as possible, we consider only a sh
leading edge and work with nitrogen, a binary dissociat
gas. The experiments in T5 include transitional and turbul
interactions, but the emphasis in this work is on purely lam
nar interactions. While hypervelocity shock tunnels have
important advantage of being able to simulate the high
thalpies of reentry conditions, it should be noted that
experimental test conditions cannot precisely duplicate fli
conditions on a scaled model, for the following three re
sons:~1! the free stream in a shock tunnel is partially diss
ciated at high enthalpy;~2! dissociation and recombinatio
reaction rates depend differently on density, and only one
them can be properly scaled even if both are present;~3! the
ratio of wall to free-stream temperature is smaller for hig

ico
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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2662 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 12, No. 10, October 2000 J.-P. Davis and B. Sturtevant
enthalpy shock tunnel experiments than for hyperveloc
flight. The present approach is to use the capabilities of
T5 Hypervelocity Shock Tunnel to explore the physics of t
problem, regardless of relevance to a particular reentry fl
trajectory.

Figure 1 presents a schematic of the separated dou
wedge flow field and defines notation used throughout
article. The boundary layer separates upstream of the co
~or hingeline! at Sand reattaches downstream atR. Between
S and R, the dividing streamlinec* ~approximated by a
straight line! is defined as the streamline through which the
is no mass flux. The inviscid flow regions̀ and 1–3 are
generally not uniform as implied by Fig. 1. The followin
restricted definitions apply when discussing the present
periments:̀ refers to free-stream conditions on the noz
centerline at the leading edge of the double wedge; 1 re
to the edge of the boundary layer just upstream ofS; 2 and 3
refer to consistently defined locations based on experime
and computational data.

The ambiguous phrase ‘‘real-gas effects’’ is here defin
as changes in a flow field due to chemical and thermal n
equilibrium, with respect to the same flow without chemic
reactions and without vibrational relaxation. It is imperati
to note exactly what is the nonreacting reference flow; c
fusion can arise particularly in connection with shock-tun
flows for which the nonreacting reference flow includes p
tial dissociation.

A. Review of previous work

1. Perfect-gas flows

The phenomenon of shock/boundary-layer interact
has been studied extensively for perfect-gas flows during
past four decades, using experimental and analytic
computational techniques. The length of separation depe
on parameters which characterize the incoming bound

FIG. 1. Schematic of separated flow on a double wedge with definitions
the notation used throughout this work.
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layer, the free-shear layer, and the reattachment pressure
These include the local Reynolds number Rex1

and Mach
numberM1 at separation, the wall-to-edge temperature ra
Tw /T1 , the flap deflectionuw , and the ratio of specific heat
g1 . Separation length must also be proportional to a len
scale; if the downstream edge of the ramp does not influe
the reattachment region, the only length scales are the
tance from the leading edgex1 and the boundary-layer thick
nessd1 , itself a function ofx1 as well as Rex1

, M1 , Tw /T1 ,
andg1 .

Clearly,Lsepshould increase with increasing flap defle
tion uw , or equivalently, with increasing reattachment pre
sure ratiop3 /p2 . This has been confirmed numerous tim
both by experiments1–15 and by computations,2,16–20regard-
less of whether the interaction is laminar, transitional, or t
bulent. Lsep has also been shown without exception, bo
experimentally and computationally, to increase with d
creasingM1 .4,6,8,11,12,18,21–24For purely laminar interactions
Lsep increases with increasing Rex1

.11,19,21,22,25–27Experi-
ments with transitional interactions all showLsep decreasing
with increasing Rex1

, due to upstream movement of transitio
in the shear layer.5,6,25,27,28Results for purely turbulent inter
actions depend on the range of Rex1

investigated; some ex
periments showLsepincreasing with Rex1

~Refs. 3, 4, 23, and
28! while others show the opposite.13,15,24 Hunter and
Reeves29 found by computation thatLsep increases with Rex1

for transition upstream of separation but downstream
the leading edge, with the trend reversing when tran
tion reaches the leading edge. Both turbulent regimes p
duce much smaller separation bubbles than the laminar
gime.

For purely laminar or turbulent interactions,Lsep

has been shown to increase with increas
Tw /T1 ,4,5,12,19,23,26,30–33the effect being much stronger fo
laminar interactions. There are conflicting results for tran
tional flows; experiments by Johnson25 showedLsep increas-
ing with Tw /T1 , while experiments by Coe¨t and Chanetz31

show the opposite trend. The latter was attributed to the
fect of Tw /T1 on shear-layer stability and location of trans
tion. The importance of the incoming boundary-layer profi
in determiningLsep was shown clearly by Hayakawa an
Squire,8 who found that injecting gas through a porous w
upstream of a turbulent interaction had the effect of reduc
skin friction and increasing separation length.

2. Real-gas effects

The presence of real-gas effects introduces the additio
parameters of stagnation enthalpy (h0) and reaction rate, the
latter difficult to characterize in a global sense for hig
enthalpy, viscous separated flow. The review in this sec
encompasses, to the authors’ knowledge, all results p
lished before 1998 pertaining to real-gas effects on sep
tion length in two-dimensional interactions.

Two experimental studies of compression-corner flo
have been carried out in the T3 Shock Tunnel at the Aus
lian National University. Rayner34 considered a double
wedge withu1518.5°, uw530°, and variableLh . Separa-

r
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tion length was found to initially decrease with increasingh0

and then increase again at high enthalpy, but was not co
lated independently of other parameters. The decrease
h0 may be consistent with perfect-gas results since Re` and
Tw /T1 both decrease for shock tunnel flows ash0 is in-
creased, butM` decreases at the same time. The conditio
in T3 with h0.25 MJ/kg have subsequently been shown
suffer from significant helium driver-gas contamination35

Mallinson et al.36,37 considered a flat plate withu150° and
5°<uw<24°. They concluded that real-gas effects on
interaction were negligible under the conditions investigat
because dissociation rates downstream of oblique shock
shock tunnel flows remain insignificant for moderate sho
angles,38 and dissociation in the boundary layer was found
be negligible even at the highest-enthalpy conditions.39 The
free stream at high enthalpy was partially dissociated,
effects due to recombination were not considered.

Other experimental studies40,41 looked at axisymmetric
configurations abstracted from the windward centerline
either the Hermes reentry vehicle~hyperboloid-flare geom-
etry! or the Shuttle Orbiter~HAC geometry!, corresponding
to flight at 30°–35° angle of attack with a trailing body fla
deflected 20°. Kreket al.40 found an apparent reduction i
Lsep with increasingh0 at constantV̄`5M` /ARè for the
hyperboloid-flare geometry in the HEG shock tunnel at
DLR in Germany. Experiments by one of the authors~J.-P.
D.!41 on the HAC geometry in the T5 shock tunnel, howev
showed no such trend with enthalpy when correlated in
same manner.

Anders and Edwards21 applied an analytical procedure t
compression-corner flows withM1.12 andh0&12 MJ/kg,
and found that chemical equilibrium resulted in smallerLsep

compared to chemically frozen flow at the same conditio
For most of the equilibrium results,Lsep increased with in-
creasingh0 ; this trend reversed ath0&5 MJ/kg for large
separation regions at highuw .

The result that separation length decreases for reac
flows relative to frozen flows was found in a number
computational studies on compression-corner flows,17 axi-
symmetric hyperboloid-flare flows,42–44 and shock-
impingement flows.45 When there is negligible dissociatio
upstream of reattachment~see Furumotoet al.45 or Grasso
and Leone17!, the decrease inLsepmay be due to lower pres
sure in region 3 caused by dissociation behind the reatt
ment shock. An explanation is not so obvious for the res
of Oswaldet al.,43 Brenneret al.,42 or Kordullaet al.,44 all of
whom compared frozen flow to equilibrium flow on the h
perboloid flare. To complicate matters, the comparison
Oswaldet al.43 was between an equilibrium flight conditio
at M`525 and a perfect-gas wind tunnel condition atM`

510. In these studies, dissociation occurs in region 1 du
the bow shock, which increasesM1 but also results in highe
p3 than for frozen flow.

Ikawa46 also found a reduction inLsep for reacting flow,
using a momentum integral technique extended to incl
the species conservation equation for a binary dissocia
gas, and taking either fully dissociated or fully recombin
boundary-layer edge conditions with a fully recombined w
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condition. The approach assumes that binary diffusion do
nates production of molecules by recombination. The c
with dissociation at the boundary-layer edge showed a th
ner boundary layer~which Ikawa attributes to the diffusion
circuit set up in the boundary layer! and a smaller separatio
bubble.

Real-gas effects on separated shock-impingement fl
were studied computationally by Ballaro and Anderson47 and
by Grumetet al.48 for dissociated upstream conditions corr
sponding to flow that has expanded around a blunt body a
being processed by a Mach 25 normal shock. For separa
length in nonequilibrium flow compared to frozen flow, Ba
laro and Anderson47 found a slight decrease at the two Re
nolds numbers investigated, while Grumetet al.48 found a
slight decrease at low pressure and a large increase at
pressure. In the latter case, the large increase inLsep was
attributed to strong recombination in the recirculation reg
at high pressure. Reasons for the decrease inLsepunder other
conditions are not obvious; only Ballaro and Anderson g
pressure results, showing increasedp3 for nonequilibrium
flow. Both of these studies have separation occurring clos
the leading edge of the computational grid, which raises
question of whether or not the separation point is unint
tionally fixed. Grumetet al.48 also considered the effect o
wall catalyticity, and found thatLsep was larger for a fully
noncatalytic than for a fully catalytic wall, the differenc
being less pronounced at the high-pressure condition wh
gas-phase recombination dominates.

B. Overview of present work

Experimental measurements from double-wedge flo
in the T5 shock tunnel provided insight into real-gas effe
on separation length, but only after extensive analysis to
construct properties of the flow field and to understand
pected real-gas behavior from a theoretical viewpoint. Th
while the experimental methods are described first in Sec
the experimental results for separation length are not p
sented until much later in Sec. VI. The advanced compu
tional technique used to estimate local flow parameters
each experiment and to study viscous aspects of the flo
presented in Sec. III along with comparisons to experimen
data which served as the only means of testing the meth
The physical model of separation adopted for the pres
work, and the application of results from triple-deck theo
to obtain a new scaling law for separation length, are
scribed in Sec. IV. A framework developed for describi
real-gas effects on separation length is presented in Sec
where individual mechanisms are investigated independe
of each other by use of various methods.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The T5 Hypervelocity Shock Tunnel at Caltech was us
to produce short-duration~.1 ms!, high-speed flows of high
stagnation enthalpy (h0.20 MJ/kg). A double-wedge tes
geometry was chosen because it allows greater control
local flow conditions at separation, and at high inciden
may cause significant dissociation downstream of the lead
shock. A two-dimensional geometry, as opposed to an
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Nominal reservoir and free-stream conditions for the present study. The Reynolds number Re` is based onLh510 cm,a is atomic mass fraction,
andTv is a temperature characterizing vibrational excitation.

h0

~MJ/kg!
p0

~MPa! Ae /A* M`

Rè ,Lh

(3105) a`

T`

~K!
Tv`

~K!
r`

~kg/m3!
u`

~km/s!
p`

~kPa!

A1 3.9 12 100 6.8 4.5 ,1023 340 2200 0.034 2.5 5.4
A2 4.9 39 100 6.6 11 ,1023 450 2100 0.087 2.9 20

225 7.9 7.3 ,1023 330 2200 0.048 2.9 8.1
400 9.0 5.3 ,1023 260 2300 0.029 3.0 4.1

B1 7.0 6.3 100 6.5 1.1 0.0014 680 3000 0.0098 3.4 4.1
225 7.8 0.87 ,1023 450 3100 0.0059 3.4 1.2
400 8.8 0.62 ,1023 380 3200 0.0037 3.5 0.72

B2 8.3 20 100 6.3 2.8 0.0013 840 2800 0.026 3.7 12
225 7.6 2.0 0.0015 590 2900 0.015 3.8 3.8
400 8.6 1.5 0.0015 470 3000 0.0094 3.8 2.3

B3 11 57 400 8.2 3.2 0.0016 670 3000 0.023 4.3 7.1
C1 21 28 400 7.2 0.81 0.059 1300 3900 0.0070 5.6 4.1
C2 24 17 100 5.0 0.73 0.11 2700 4000 0.011 5.7 12

225 6.3 0.61 0.11 1800 4100 0.0065 5.8 6.8
400 7.3 0.48 0.12 1400 4200 0.0041 5.9 2.5

C4 28 23 100 4.8 0.83 0.13 3200 4100 0.013 6.0 17
225 6.0 0.63 0.15 2200 4200 0.0073 6.2 11
400 7.0 0.57 0.15 1700 4300 0.0052 6.3 8.1
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symmetric double cone, was selected because it allows
adjustment ofu1 anduw without separate realizations of th
hardware, and provides increased sensitivity of lin
integrated flow visualization techniques. The disadvantag
a double-wedge configuration is that the flow is inheren
three dimensional; this is addressed in Sec. II D 2. Separa
length was measured using flow visualization, and the
model was instrumented to measure heat flux and static p
sure.

A. Flow conditions

The T5 Hypervelocity Shock Tunnel uses a free pist
driven by compressed air, to adiabatically compress
driver gas of a shock tube, the reflected shock region of
shock tube then acting as the reservoir for a nozzle expan
to the desired flow conditions. The operation and perf
mance of this facility are described elsewhere.49–51 The
present investigation used a conical nozzle of 7° half-an
and 30 cm exit diameter, with three interchangeable thr
sections providing nozzle exit area ratios (Ae /A* ) of 100,
225, and 400. The local conditions at separation were c
trolled by varying the reservoir conditions~pressurep0 and
enthalpyh0), Ae /A* and u1 . Experiments were limited to
nitrogen test gas. The reservoir conditions were labe
A1–2, B1–3, and C1–4 according toh0 , and are presente
in Table I along with the free-stream conditions for ea
Ae /A* used in this study.

Reservoir pressurep0 was measured with65% accu-
racy, andh0 was estimated, fromp0 and the measured spee
of the incident shock, using a standard technique.52 A single-
shot uncertainty of68% in h0 was assumed. The values
Table I are averaged over all experiments at each condit
The shot-to-shot variability was as high as610% in h0 and
615% in p0 for some conditions, but was not an issue b
cause experiments were analyzed individually.

The free-stream conditions were computed for each
Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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periment using the method described in Sec. III B. The v
ues in Table I were taken from the nozzle centerline at
nozzle exit plane and averaged over all experiments at e
condition. Uncertainty in the computed free-stream con
tions due to uncertainty in the reservoir conditions was e
mated by recomputing one high-enthalpy case with modifi
h0 andp0 , which gave66% in p` , 67.8% inr` , 65.6%
in T` , 63% in u` , 620% in a` , and61.6% inTv`

.

B. Test model

The double-wedge model consisted of a forward pl
~20.32 cm span3 10.16 cm chord! followed by a full-span
trailing flap ~5.08 cm chord!. Flap deflection anglesuw

55° – 40° in 5° increments were obtained by use of key
positioning wedges. The incidence angle of the assem
was adjustable tou1515°, 30°, 35°, and 40°. Vertical trans
lation of the model maintained constant vertical position
the leading edge while varyingu1 . The housing underneat
the front plate was sloped to ensure an attached leading-
shock. The leading edge remained sharp with radius st
lized at approximately 100mm, and was removable for re
pair. The wetted surfaces were made of stainless steel. Fi
2 shows a view of the test model installed in T5.

The vertical and streamwise horizontal position of t
model relative to the nozzle were both measured to about61
mm accuracy, the latter by recording the shock tunnel re
motion during each experiment. In the spanwise horizon
direction, the model was offset approximately 7 mm fro
the nozzle centerline due to permanent mounting rail m
alignment. The model was aligned to gravity about its pit
and roll axes, but yaw axis alignment was not adjustab
Small misalignments at the hingeline often arose due to
chining and assembly tolerances, resulting in a slight ste
less than 40mm, or in a some cases a slight gap of less th
25 mm, at one end of the hingeline. Hingeline steps ha
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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been shown to simply shift the effective corner location53

and hingeline gaps of this size have been shown to h
negligible effect onLsepfor high Mach-number interactions54

but may be of significance for the low Mach-number inte
actions found atu1.30° in the present experiments.

C. Diagnostics

1. Flow visualization

Flow visualization offered the most accurate means
measuring separation length. The primary technique was
lographic interferometry, with some use also of shadowg
phy. Both techniques relied on a Nd:YAG laser light sour
~frequency doubled to 532 nm wavelength! with duration on
the order of 2 ns to effectively ‘‘freeze’’ the high-speed flo
field. An interference filter blocked broadband emission fro
high-temperature regions of the flow, and a digital contro
fired the laser at a predetermined time,t las, after shock re-
flection in the nozzle reservoir.

The holographic interferometer built by Sanderson38 was
used to obtain the equivalent of infinite-fringe Mach
Zehnder interferograms by recording two holograms of
object beam, before and during the flow, on the same p
of film and reconstructing them simultaneously. This dev
has a 7 cmfield of view, and could be used in single-puls
mode for shadowgraphy. Two pins were mounted on the s
of the model to provide a length scale. For some exp
ments, shadowgraphy was performed using a conventi
single-pass folded-Z optical system with a 20 cm field
view.

An example interferogram is presented in Fig. 3 to illu
trate the method for measuringLsep. Because the reattach
ment locationR could not be assessed with any accura
Lsepwas measured indirectly by measuringLu andusep, with
Lsep given by the geometry in Fig. 1. Subjectivity was a
counted for by assigning uncertainties to the measureme
The algorithm for measuringLu andusep was confirmed by

FIG. 2. View of the double-wedge test model installed in T5.
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comparison to interferograms computed from tw
dimensional viscous double-wedge flow simulations. Th
computations also showed that the dividing streamlinec* is
generally curved atSandR, and that the criterion of vanish
ing wall shear stress can give a result forLsep significantly
different from the interferometric measurement.55

2. Instrumentation

Heat flux was measured using coaxial type
~constantan–chromel! surface thermocouples, designe
originally by Sanderson,38 with response times on the orde
of 1 ms. Amplified voltage signals from each thermocoup
were digitally sampled at 200 kHz and converted to surfa
temperature signals assuming a reference junction at amb
temperature. Time-resolved heat fluxq̇ was obtained by a
spectral deconvolution method based on the theory of o
dimensional heat conduction in a semi-infinite slab. Giv
some estimate of the noise spectrum, this method prov
optimal filtering. In the present study, a low-pass square c
off filter was used to remove all high-frequency compone
above 20 kHz. The method also requires constant ther
properties; these were estimated by averaging constantan
chromel thermal property data from Sundqvist,56 evaluated
separately for each signal at the average measured tem
ture between the time of initial temperature rise and the ti
t las of flow visualization.

Spatial heat flux distributions were obtained by avera
ing eachq̇ signal over a 100ms time period centered ont las.
An uncertainty was estimated for each measurement by c
bining the following three sources of error:~1! 61.7% based
on standard tolerance of the voltage-to-temperature con
sion; ~2! 68% based on uncertainty in thermal proper
data56 and comparison to limited calibration results;~3! un-
certainty due to unsteadiness taken as twice the standard
viation of theq̇ signal over the averaging period. Along th

FIG. 3. Example interferogram showing measurement ofLu andusep ~con-
dition C2,Ae /A* 5225,u1530°, uw525°).
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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model centerline were arrayed 27 thermocouple ports, 1
these upstream of the hingeline. Additional ports were pla
at outboard spanwise positions.

Limited pressure measurements were taken using P
105B12 miniature piezoelectric transducers. These w
mounted in a recessed configuration~with 0.8-mm-diam tap-
ping! designed to protect the gauge head from the harsh
environment while maintaining a reasonable response tim
the initial flow starting process and avoiding cavity res
nance. Improved signal-to-noise ratio was obtained by fill
the mounting thread with silicone sealant to provide vib
tional damping. Voltage signals were sampled and proces
in a similar fashion to the heat flux measurements, with
spectral method used for filtering, and the conversion
pressure based on individually calibrated sensitivities. U
certainties were estimated from unsteadiness during the
eraging period and uncertainties in calibration. The mode
furnished with a staggered streamwise array of 10 transd
ports slightly offset from the centerline, 6 of these upstre
of the hingeline, and 4 additional ports at outboard spanw
positions. Some streamwise heat flux and pressure distr
tions are presented in Sec. III C to test computational me
ods.

D. Flow quality

1. Test time, disturbances, and unsteadiness

One major concern in shock tunnel experiments is
limited test time available, especially at high enthalpy. Co
servative estimates were made for the time required to es
lish steady separated flow, with the time for nozzle start
measured from heat flux signals and the time for separ
flow establishment calculated from various existi
criteria.57 For all the present conditions, these estimates
dicated flow establishment well in advance of the timet las at
which flow visualization was performed. The model
Davies and Wilson58 was used to estimate the time at whi
driver-gas contamination commences. This model has sh
good agreement with experimental results for T5 un
nominally tailored interface conditions.59 The degree of off-
tailoring has a large effect on the arrival timetdgc of driver
gas at medium and high enthalpy~but not low enthalpy!,
with tdgc advanced by overtailoring and delayed
undertailoring.60,61 Condition C4 was consistently overta
lored and expected to suffer significant contamination
time t las. Condition C2, only marginally contaminated for
tailored interface, was consistently undertailored and t
expected to suffer contamination of no more than a few p
cent until several hundred microseconds aftert las. Estimates
for all other conditions indicated no contamination by tim
t las.

Heat flux distributions from two experiments wit
Ae /A* 5100 and the model leading edge either above
below the nozzle centerline showed no effect that could
attributed to stationary disturbances in the nozzle flo
Acoustic disturbances to the free-stream flow were not inv
tigated. A number of experimental configurations gave a
tal deflection angleu11uw greater than the maximum de
flection angle, resulting in strong shock–shock interact
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between the leading-edge shock and the reattachment sh
The pattern typically observed involved impingement of
jet-like structure on the flap downstream of reattachme
producing large peaks in heat flux and pressure. The e
tence of such an interaction did not hinder measuremen
Lsep as long as reattachment occurred upstream of the in
action’s region of influence.

The experimental flow field was inherently unsteady d
to disturbances generated by piston motion in the shock t
driver and to nonuniformities in the reflected shock regio
Correlated large-scale unsteadiness was often observe
heat flux signals well after the expected flow establishm
time, for the locations of separation and, in cases with str
shock–shock interaction, jet impingement. The latter was
of concern because it did not influence reattachment. T
poral variations in the separation location were within e
perimental error bounds on separation length measurem
In general, as long as variations in the flow properties w
small compared to their mean values over some period a
t las, then the mean flow was assumed to closely resemb
truly steady flow of the same mean flow properties.

2. Three dimensionality

The use of a finite-span configuration and a conica
diverging free stream produced an inherently thre
dimensional flow field. Analysis and computations, howev
must rely on the assumption of two-dimensional flow to o
tain results with reasonable effort. Ideally, this would requ
that the flow field within a vertical plane near the centerli
of the model remains independent of spanwise location.
experiments could not attain this ideal, but did offer a re
sonable approximation that allowed two-dimensional ana
sis to illuminate important results in the data relevant
separation length.

Common methods for minimizing end effects due to
nite model span are to add side fences to prevent spillag
increase span until the centerline flow is independent of
pect ratio. The addition of side fences to models of low
pect ratio invariably increases separation length,11,22,25,62

which, though consistent with the idea that they prev
spillage, is in fact due to interaction with the corner form
by the fences; Kornilov63 showed by shock-impingement ex
periments in a variable-width channel that sidewalls sign
cantly increaseLsep for a spanb&85d, whered is the thick-
ness an undisturbed boundary layer would have at
hingeline, while Hankey and Holden64 found that the addi-
tion of side fences to a model of aspect ratio AR50.5 in-
creasedLsep beyond the nominally two-dimensional valu
found for AR51. The extent of end effects without sid
fences should also depend on boundary-layer thickn
Ball65 studied a large-span flat plate with a trailing flap
varying span and found that three dimensionality as e
denced in the separation length encroached only a distanc
10d1 from the sides of the flap, whered1 is the boundary-
layer thickness at separation. The ratiob/d1 was on the order
of 100–200 for the present work, and thus additional exp
ments with side fences or increased span were deemed
necessary.
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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Spanwise measurements of pressure, and of heat
downstream of reattachment, showed no consistent beha
Upstream of separation, a slight increase in heat flux w
distance from the centerline was found throughout the
periments but could not be explained. Lewiset al.26 showed
that uniform spanwise distributions are a necessary but
sufficient condition for two dimensionality. The scatter
heat flux measurements downstream of reattachment ma
due in part to three-dimensional instabilities in the form
streamwise Go¨rtler vortices, which have been observed e
perimentally under many supersonic and hyperso
conditions,11,31,66,67and can cause variations in heat flux
to 50% of the mean value.31 A striation pattern typical of this
phenomenon was observed in the soot left on the model a
some experiments with largeuw .

Though the model span was sufficient to produce tw
dimensional flow on the model centerline for a tw
dimensional incoming free stream, the real free stream
three dimensional due to the finite extent and conical div
gence of the undisturbed nozzle core flow. For configurati
at the highest incidence, a Mach cone emanating from
nozzle exit lip interfered with the double-wedge flow fie
only at the outboard edges of the trailing flap. Comparison
a control experiment using the T5 contoured nozzle un
conditions which produce parallel exit flow showed no effe
on the shape of spanwise heat flux distributions due to fl
divergence, but a significant effect in the streamwise dir
tion due to axial gradients. The conical free stream was
proximately accounted for in analysis, as described in S
III B.

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The present study relies on an advanced computati
technique because many flow parameters of interest c
not be measured experimentally, nor could they be predic
with reasonable accuracy by simple analysis due to the n
uniform, nonequilibrium nature of the flow.

A. Nonequilibrium Navier–Stokes code

The computer code, obtained from Olejniczak68 and
based on the work of Candler,69 solved a finite-volume rep
resentation of the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes e
tions including thermochemical nonequilibrium. The co
simulated only two-dimensional~planar or axisymmetric!
flows of nitrogen. Rotational internal energy modes were
sumed to be in equilibrium with translational modes, b
vibrational modes were considered separable and chara
ized by a vibrational temperatureTv . Electronic excitation
and ionization were neglected. The code used a simple
monic oscillator model for vibrational energy, and a simp
fied version of the Bartlettet al.70 model for diffusion. Vis-
cosity and thermal conductivity were computed using
mixing rules of Guptaet al.,71 and vibrational relaxation wa
modeled using the Landau–Teller formulation with sem
empirical results from Millikan and White.72 An Arrhenius
form was assumed for dissociation rates, with a modifi
temperature according to the Park73 vibration–dissociation
coupling model, and constants from Park.74 Recombination
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rates were then obtained from a curve fit71 to the equilibrium
constant. All viscous calculations are laminar; the code
not include turbulence models.

The vectorized, discretized conservation equations w
solved on a body-fitted numerical grid with generally no
Cartesian coordinatesj ~the streamwise direction! andh ~the
body-normal direction!. The technique used upwind differ
encing with modified Steger–Warming flux splitting,75

which captures shocks well but is modified in viscous sh
regions to avoid excess numerical dissipation. A steady-s
solution was obtained by Gauss–Seidel line relaxation
fully implicit iterative technique in which block-tridiagona
matrix inversion is applied to individualh-gridlines during
backward and forward sweeps in thej direction.

Supersonic inflow boundaries were held fixed at th
initial values, and supersonic outflow boundaries we
handled by zero-gradient extrapolation. Inviscid wall or sy
metry boundaries had zero normal pressure gradient and
normal fluxes. At viscous wall boundaries, the addition
constraints of zero velocity and constant temperature~300 K,
in equilibrium with vibrational temperature! were applied.
The viscous wall condition for species concentration co
be selected as either fully noncatalytic~zero normal gradient!
or fully catalytic ~zero atomic mass fraction!. Further details
on the computational code are given elsewhere.55,68,69

B. Procedure for simulating experiments

For each experiment, computations were performed
estimate external flow parameters at separation and reat
ment. Starting with the nozzle reservoir conditions, a qua
one-dimensional equilibrium flow was computed to a sh
distance downstream of the throat, the result then use
initialize the inflow boundary of an axisymmetric, nonequ
librium nozzle-flow computation. The latter employed a gr
of 2003100 cells, clustered at the upstream and wall bou
aries, and extending beyond the real nozzle exit to enc
pass the double-wedge model. Wall clustering was adeq
for prediction of displacement effects but not wall fluxe
Resolution in the axial direction was assumed to be m
than adequate for producing a grid-converged solution o
simple inviscid expanding core flow. The laminar compu
tion only approximately accounted for displacement effec
the real nozzle boundary layer is transitional or turbule
The technique also neglected deviation of the nozzle w
near the minimum area from a conical profile. Subsequ
wedge-flow computations were initialized using parabo
fits to nozzle-flow results along the centerline downstream
the nozzle exit, assuming purely conical free-stream flow a
accounting for the measured position of the model. Initi
ization of planar wedge computations by an axisymme
free-stream expansion introduced error into the steady-s
wedge-flow solutions, shown to be on the order of 3% inp,
2% in r, and,1% in T just upstream of the leading shock

External flow parameters were estimated by comput
inviscid flow on a triple-wedge geometry, where an impe
meable straight-line boundary betweenS andR replaced the
experimentally measured separation region; an exampl
shown in Fig. 4. The grids consisted of 2203100 cells dis-
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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2668 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 12, No. 10, October 2000 J.-P. Davis and B. Sturtevant
tributed uniformly. These were shown by a grid-convergen
study to provide a converged solution in the region of int
est, adjacent to the wall but away from shocks. A grid
2753125 cells resulted in narrower numerical overshoots
shocks, but an otherwise identical solution. A trailing-ed
expansion assured supersonic outflow. The symmetry co
tion applied along EA in Fig. 4 is unphysical when the lea
ing edge is vertically displaced from the nozzle centerli
but this was shown, by comparison to results from gr
wrapped around the leading edge, to have negligible ef
on the flow properties of interest. The viscous–inviscid
teraction neglected in these computations was shown
comparison to viscous computations to be negligible foru1

>30° and cause no more than 5% errors in edge-flow pr
erties foru1515°. External flow parameters were extract
from the inviscid computations for stations 1 and 2 just u
stream of the pressure rise at separation and reattachm
respectively, and for station 3 at a consistently defined lo
tion downstream of reattachment based on the nume
overshoot found for a uniform free stream.

Steady-state solutions for cases with strong shock–sh
interaction typically overestimated the upper-shock stand
distance, consistent with an experimentally observed
stream motion of jet impingement, though it should be e
phasized that the computational code was not time accu
Other possible causes for the discrepancy were elimina
suggesting that a global steady state had indeed not
established in these experiments. In such cases, the co
tation was halted when the interaction pattern approxima
matched experiment and the solution had locally reache
steady state in the region of interest, along the wall p
reattachment.

C. Comparisons to experiment

Many comparisons were made between computatio
results and surface measurements from the present ex
ments, because previous testing of the code for attac
wedge flows was very limited.68 Some results are presente
here for each type of computation undertaken.

1. Nozzle-flow computations

The only nozzle-flow measurements available for T5
those taken using a rake of pitot pressure probes. Bec
pitot pressure is insensitive to the thermochemical state

FIG. 4. Example of finite-volume grid for inviscid triple-wedge comput
tions ~every fifth gridline is shown!.
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the gas, such measurements cannot validate the the
chemical models used in the code; they can only verify t
the code reproduces the overall fluid mechanics. Nozzle-fl
computations were performed at a high-enthalpy test co
tion from a previous experimental study in T5 for whic
free-stream pitot surveys of the conical nozzle had b
undertaken.41 Both viscous and inviscid computations we
considered, in order to ascertain the boundary-layer displa
ment effect. Using the free-stream properties predicted
the code, pressure downstream of a normal shock was ca
lated under the limiting assumptions of frozen and equil
rium flow. Results are shown in Fig. 5, with the pitot pre
surepT`

normalized by the reservoir pressure.
The viscous-flow computation with equilibrium-shoc

assumption falls closest to the experimental data, but
slightly lower, suggesting that a laminar assumption o
partially accounts for the boundary-layer displacement
fect. It is not clear by how much the present method und
predicts free-stream pressure in general; the65% uncer-
tainty in p0 is not included in Fig. 5, Olejniczak68 found
good agreement for a high-enthalpy condition assum
laminar flow and a frozen shock, and pitot probe results fr
the contoured nozzle at the HEG shock tunnel match tur
lent calculations at low pressure but laminar calculations
high pressure.76 The measurements in Fig. 5 also show
slight lobe-like nonuniformity.

2. Inviscid triple-wedge computations

Two comparisons are presented in Fig. 6 between
perimental measurements and inviscid computational res
for the pressure coefficient. The agreement near separatio
Fig. 6~a! is rare; pressure measurements forx,Lh typically
have large scatter and uncertainty. In the flap region do
stream of reattachment, there is a tendency for the comp
tion to underpredict the pressure as shown in Fig. 6~a!, but

FIG. 5. Comparison between measured@~L! and~n! for two shots at nomi-
nally the same condition# and computed~various curves as indicated! free-
stream pitot pressure for a high-enthalpy condition~h0.25 MJ/kg, p0

.21 MPa, Ae /A* 5225). Calculated distributions are based on a limit
number of data extracted from computational results, and thus appe
have low spatial resolution. Error bars include only standard deviation
pressure time history over averaging period, andy is the distance above
nozzle centerline~model is located iny.0 cm).
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 6. Two comparisons between experimental pressure measurements~L! and inviscid triple-wedge computational results~solid curve! for ~a! T5 shot
1295 ~condition B3,Ae /A* 5400,u1515°, uw520°) and~b! T5 shot 1790~condition C2,Ae /A* 5100,u1540°, uw520°). The dashed line is hingeline
location, the dotted line is the separation location measured from flow visualization, andCP52p/r`u`

2 . Error bars are described in Sec. II C 2. Oversho
at separation and reattachment are numerical, not physical.
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this behavior was not found consistently throughout all ca
computed. For example, in Fig. 6~b! the computed pressur
approximately matches experiment at reattachment, bu
too low further downstream where the computation fails
reproduce the experimental location of jet impingement fr
a strong shock–shock interaction.

The following five mechanisms were identified as po
sible causes of error in computed flap pressure:~1! incorrect
free-stream pressure due either to uncertainty inp0 or lami-
nar nozzle boundary-layer assumption;~2! neglected or in-
correct free-stream nonuniformity due to nozzle wall dist
bances or the planar-axisymmetric initialization proble
mentioned in Sec. III B;~3! neglected viscous–inviscid inter
action effect whenu1515° ~4! neglected boundary-laye
transition near reattachment in some cases, previously sh
to have an important effect on the pressure distribution;77 ~5!
large uncertainty in the measured separation angleusep, on
which the exact geometry of triple-wedge computations
pends. Each mechanism may have different trends depen
on the flow condition, and with the large scatter in expe
mental pressure measurements, it is not surprising that t
is little consistency in comparisons of the computed fl
pressure results to experiment. Comparisons between m
sured and computed shock angles55 show good agreement fo
the leading shock but some discrepancies for the reatt
ment shock.

3. Single-wedge computations

A few viscous computations were performed on sing
wedge geometries to ascertain the magnitude of viscous
teraction effects~see Sec. III B! and to verify the code’s abil-
ity to reproduce experimentally measured heat flux. T
grids consisted of 2183100 cells, clustered at and wrappe
around the leading edge. The grids were clustered at the
to provide well-resolved boundary-layer solutions with
cells inside the displacement thickness estimated fr
frozen-flow theory.55 These computations are very similar
the boundary-layer computations described in Sec. V B 1,
which both grid resolution in the transverse direction a
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grid dependence on leading-edge refinement are conside
Inviscid computations, without wall clustering, were al
performed; grid convergence in this case is proven by res
for the inviscid triple-wedge computations~see Sec. III B!.

Results are shown in Fig. 7 for two experiments co
ducted withuw50°. Heat flux is made nondimensional u
ing a Stanton number based on free-stream conditions,

St̀ 5
q̇

r`u`~h02cp`
Tw!

, ~1!

whereq̇ is the heat flux to the wall,Tw is the wall tempera-
ture ~300 K!, and vibrational excitation is ignored whe
computingcp`

since it is negligible at the wall.
In addition to experimental measurements and visc

computational results, curves are presented in Fig. 7
laminar, frozen-flow, flat-plate boundary-layer theory a
plied to the corresponding inviscid computational soluti
along the wall, under the assumption of local similari
These are given to justify the use of this theory later in S
IV C. The heat flux was found from the Stanton number de
nition and Reynolds analogy,

St5
q̇

reue~he1rue
2/22hw!

.
Cf

2 Pr2/3 , ~2!

where Pr is the Prandtl number andhe1rue
2/25haw is the

adiabatic wall enthalpy based on the recovery factorr
.APr for laminar flow~the subscriptsw ande refer, respec-
tively, to the wall and boundary-layer edge!. The skin fric-
tion coefficient,Cf52tw /reue

2, was found from the Blasius
solution modified by the reference-temperature method,

Cf50.664AC*

Rex
, ~3!

where C* is the Chapman–Rubesin parameterrm/reme

evaluated at a reference temperatureT* computed from the
generalized formula78
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 7. Two comparisons between experimental heat flux measurements~l!, viscous single-wedge computational results~—noncatalytic; ---catalytic!, and
flat-plate theory applied to inviscid single-wedge computational results~-•-aw5ae ; –¯aw50), for ~a! T5 shot 1737~condition C2,Ae /A* 5100, u1

530°, uw50°) and~b! T5 shot 1799~condition B2,Ae /A* 5100,u1530°, uw50°). The dotted line is hingeline location, St` is defined by Eq.~1!, and
error bars are described in Sec. II C 2.
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The ratio of specific heatsg was evaluated for a dissociate
vibrationally excited gas using

g511
R

cv1~12a!cvv

, ~5!

where the gas constantR and the translational–rotationa
specific heat capacitycv are mass averaged over the g
mixture and the vibrational specific heat capacitycvv

of N2 is
evaluated from the simple harmonic oscillator model. V
cosity was estimated using the curve fits of Blottner79 and
mixing rule of Wilke.80

For the high-enthalpy case in Fig. 7~a!, flat-plate theory
results are shown for two different limiting assumptions us
to evaluatehw in Eq. ~2!. The assumptionaw5ae corre-
sponds to a truly frozen boundary layer with constant co
position, while the assumptionaw50 approximates a react
ing flow with full recombination at the wall by considerin
the difference in chemical enthalpy across the layer but
glecting diffusion. Viscous computational results are sho
in Fig. 7~a! for both catalytic and noncatalytic wall bound
aries; these are not much different because the gas-p
reaction rates are high enough under this condition to p
duce strong recombination near the wall regardless of c
lyticity. Results from a lower-density condition withu1

515° ~not shown! gave a significant difference betwee
catalytic and noncatalytic walls, with experimental data fa
ing between. The test model surface of dirty stainless ste
not expected to be catalytic to nitrogen recombinati
which, taken together with the result in Fig. 7~a! that frozen-
flow theory slightly underpredicts experiment while reactin
flow computations tend to overpredict experiment, sugge
that the reaction rates may be too high in the computatio
In other words, the noncatalytic computational result in F
7~a! predictsaw lower than the real flow. On the other han
the differences are not much larger than the experime
scatter.
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For the low-enthalpy condition in Fig. 7~b!, both com-
putation and theory show good agreement with experim
at least over the middle part of the first wedge. It is cle
from the repeatable scatter in experimental data that the
flux measurements include systematic error not accoun
for in the error bars, which might be reduced by calibrati
of individual thermocouples.

4. Viscous double-wedge computations

Viscous computations were performed for a few con
tions using double-wedge geometries to study the relat
ship between interferometric fringes and other criteria
defining separation. These were also useful for comparis
to measured heat flux downstream of reattachment. Dou
wedge grids consisted of 4003200 cells distributed uni-
formly in the streamwise direction but clustered at the w
with 25 cells inside the displacement thickness estima
from frozen-flow theory.55

Critical review of the existing literature on numeric
results revealed that accurate computation of separa
length in corner flows remains an unresolved problem e
for nonreacting flows. Though not a major concern of t
present work, this fact is worth expounding upon becaus
is not generally appreciated in the literature. Computatio
often underpredict the length of separation,16,81–84but some
authors report predictions that both underestimate and o
estimate experimentalLsep depending on the numerical gri
or depending on the experiment simulated.85–88 Though it
has been noted that the computed position of separation
erally moves upstream with increased grid resolution,89 both
Grassoet al.86 and Rizzetta and Mach87 have clearly demon-
strated that the solution depends not just on the overall
resolution, as characterized by the number of cells in e
spatial direction, but also on exactly how those cells are d
tributed. Results can be extremely sensitive to such par
eters as the spatial distribution of cells in the interaction
gion, and the aspect ratio of cells at the leading edge
separation, and at reattachment. One common problem
that grids are refined near the leading edge and near
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 8. Two comparisons between experimental heat flux measurements~l!, viscous double-wedge computational results with noncatalytic wall~– – –!, and
flat-plate theory applied to inviscid triple-wedge computational results~various curves and symbols as indicated!, for ~a! T5 shot 1783~condition B1,
Ae /A* 5225,u1515°, uw520°) and~b! T5 shot 1796~condition C2,Ae /A* 5100,u1540°, uw515°). The dashed line is the hingeline location, the dott
line is the separation location measured from flow visualization, St` is defined by Eq.~1!, and error bars are described in Sec. II C 2.
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corner, but in well-separated flow, the steady-state separa
point is located in between. Rizzetta and Mach87 also showed
large differences between results obtained using different
merical methods. In fact, the different methods exhibited d
ferent dependencies on the grid cell distribution. To ma
matters even worse, some of the experiments commo
used for comparison utilize wind tunnel models of asp
ratio less than unity,31,90 for which centerline measuremen
are not necessarily free from three-dimensional flow~see
Sec. II D 2!. Rudyet al.91 could only obtain good agreemen
with experiment for a well-separated compression-cor
flow by computing the full three-dimensional solution, b
Lee and Lewis92 were able to match the same experimen
data using a two-dimensional method. Grid convergence
not studied for the present computations, which were
expected to match experimental separation length but w
expected to incorporate the relevant physics of separ
flow. The agreement in separation location between com
tation and experiment in Fig. 8~b! is probably coincidental.

Along with the experimental and viscous computation
results in Fig. 8 are presented several flat-plate bound
layer predictions based on the inviscid solution from trip
wedge computations. Comparison of experimental heat
downstream of reattachment to laminar and turbulent pre
tions aided in identifying transitional interactions~see Sec.
VI B !. Laminar predictions upstream ofSand downstream o
R were computed according to Eqs.~2!–~4!. Turbulent pre-
dictions downstream ofR were computed using the model o
White and Christoph.93 For the high-enthalpy case in Fig
8~b!, both predictions were computed a second time us
the aw 5 0 assumption. Downstream ofR, all predictions
were computed yet again using inviscid solutions correc
to match experimental pressure measurements. Correc
to the density and temperature were related to the pres
correction by linearizing the perfect-gas shock jump eq
tions about the upstream state in region 2. A reasonable
proximation over the present range of conditions was fou
to be
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Velocity was not corrected. The open circles in Fig. 8 in
cate the transducer port locations. All predictions dow
stream ofR were computed with the origin placed at th
hingeline to account in a consistent manner for compress
of the boundary layer at reattachment.

For the low-enthalpy condition in Fig. 8~a!, the interac-
tion is clearly a purely laminar one, with experiment, com
putation, and flat-plate theory all in good agreement. T
uncorrected prediction matches experiment better than
corrected prediction in this case, but the opposite was fo
most often among the present results. For the high-enth
condition in Fig. 8~b!, the prediction with aw50 best
matches experiment upstream ofS and is therefore assume
the best prediction downstream ofR. Experimental heat flux
lies much closer to the laminar prediction than to the turb
lent prediction withaw50, suggesting a purely laminar in
teraction. The pressure-corrected result falls even close
experiment. The viscous double-wedge computation s
ously underpredicts heat flux in the flap region, probably d
to poor resolution of the extreme gradients introduced at
attachment by impingement of a shear layer containing
dissociated gas~see Fig. 18!.

IV. ANALYSIS OF SEPARATION LENGTH

A. Physical description of separation

The physical process which determines separation len
has been elegantly described by Glick94 as follows: An ele-
ment of fluid atS just outside the dividing streamlinec* has
zero velocity and a total pressurepT equal to the local static
pressurepS , but when this element reachesR, it must have
pT5pR.pS ; the mechanical energy increases by visco
transport of momentum from the outer flow towardc* . Thus
asuw is increased,pR increases and the separated shear la
requires a longer distance to impart the necessary mom
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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tum. There is also a weak coupling between the flow atR and
the flow atS; usep depends on the position ofS which de-
pends onp3 /p2 , which itself depends onusep.

A popular model for the separation bubble due to Ch
manet al.95 requires thatpT alongc* as it approachesR be
equal to the static pressurep3 downstream ofR. The analysis
assumes an isentropic compression process alongc* close to
R, ignores the fact thatpR is lower thanp3 , and neglects the
initial thickness of the boundary layer atS. While these er-
rors tend to cancel each other for flows with incomi
boundary-layer thickness small compared to separa
length,96 the effect of initial thickness has been shown to
important in some cases.97,98

The model used in the present work relies on a mom
tum balance between shear forces acting onc* and the pres-
sure rise at reattachment, an idea due originally to Sych99

and applied by Roshko100 to the problem of separation lengt
in supersonic base flow. This balance can be written

E
0

yR
~pc* 2p2!dy5E

x1

xR
tc* dx, ~7!

where the small shear stress along the wall has been
glected, and the separation geometry of Fig. 1 has been
proximated for smallusep as an upstream facing step
heightyR equal to the perpendicular distance ofR from the
first wedge surface. For laminar interactions,pc* is equal to
the plateau pressure over much of the separated region
creasing only close toR. ThusLsep is determined largely by
the reattachment pressure rise and the evolution of s
stress alongc* . This model requires information about th
development of the velocity profile in the free-shear lay
the theoretical approach discussed in Sec. IV C relates
shear stress alongc* to the wall shear stress of the incomin
boundary layer undisturbed by separation.

The length of separation is also very sensitive to
location of transition to turbulence. If transition occurs in t
free-shear layer upstream of reattachment, the resu
change in velocity profile increasestc* and decreasesLsep

compared to a purely laminar interaction.

B. Previous scaling results

There are relatively few published results concerning
quantitative functional dependence ofLsep on relevant flow
parameters. Two empirical correlations are considered h
one due to Needham12 based on experimental data fro
laminar hypersonic (7,M1,15) compression-corner flows

Lsep

x1
}

ARex1

M1
3 S p3

p2
D 2

, ~8!

and one due to Katzer18 based on numerical data from lam
nar supersonic (1,M1,4) shock-impingement flows,

Lsep

d1*
}

ARex1
/C

M1
3 S p32pinc

p1
D , ~9!
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where C is the Chapman–Rubesin parameter,pinc is the
wedge pressure for incipient separation, andd1* is the dis-
placement thickness an undisturbed boundary layer wo
have at separation.

Both Eqs.~8! and~9! show an inverse-cubic dependen
on M1 , but the dependence onp3 appears to be different fo
supersonic and hypersonic interactions. This behavior w
M1 and p3 was also found by other authors.36,85,101,102The
dependence on Rex1

in Eq. ~8! is consistent with an inverse
proportionality betweenLsepandCf ,x1

, as might be expected
from Eq. ~7! if tc* scales withCf ,x1

. The dependence on

Rex1
/C in Eq. ~9! arises only from normalization byd1* .

There is no consistency in published results for the dep
dence ofLsep on Rex1

or Cf ; Eq. ~8! is the most convincing
because it correlates data from multiple sources over a
sonable range in Rex1

.
Burggraf103 derived a theoretical scaling law based

asymptotic boundary-layer theory. Katzer18 recognized this
result as having the same Mach-number dependence
same construction of pressure ratio factor as his own em
cal result, Eq.~9!. He also suggested that asymptotic theo
may produce the correct scaling for wall temperature effe
on separation length, interpreting Burggraf’s result to g
Lsep}(Tw /T1)3/2. No empirical results exist for wall tem
perature scaling.

C. Application of asymptotic theory

Asymptotic theory has been shown capable of partia
reproducing scaling laws found previously by purely emp
cal methods, not only for separation length as mentioned
Sec. IV B, but also for incipient separation.104,105 For this
reason it was used in the present work to develop a n
scaling, applicable to cold nonadiabatic walls, to account
wall temperature effects on separation length.

The present analysis is based on the classical triple-d
formulation of Stewartson and Williams106 for self-induced
separation upstream of an externally enforced disturba
Flow near separation is considered as a perturbation to
undisturbed incoming boundary layer. Flow variables are
panded in terms of the small parametere5Rex1

21/8 and writ-

ten in terms of the vertical coordinatesYL5e25y in the
lower ~viscous, incompressible! deck, YM5e24y in the
middle ~inviscid, compressible! deck, andYU5e23y in the
upper~supersonic, isentropic! deck. Perturbations to the en
ergy equation are not considered; the effect of heat tran
enters the problem only through the definition of the und
turbed boundary layer. According to more recent work
Brown et al.,30 the present experimental conditions are w
within the supercritical wall temperature range where
classical theory is appropriate. Asymptotic matching b
tween decks reduces the problem to one of solving
lower-deck equations subject to novel boundary conditio
In order to nondimensionalize the lower-deck equations t
canonical form, Stewartson and Williams106 introduced
scaled variables~denoted with a tilde! such as

x̃5
x2x1

ae3 , ỹ5
y

be5 , ũ5
bu

de
, ~10!
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where the constantsa, b, andd are functions of the incoming
Mach numberM1 , the wall conditions, and the skin frictio
of the undisturbed boundary layer. For example,

a5F M1
2

AM1
221

G 3/4
U08~0!1/4

M08~0!3/2 S e8

nw
D 1/4

, ~11!

where n5m/r is the kinematic viscosity,U0(YM) and
M0(YM) are the velocity and Mach-number profiles of t
undisturbed boundary layer, and prime denotes differen
tion with respect toYM .

A five-deck asymptotic structure describing flow dow
stream of separation was later introduced by Stewartson
Williams107 and independently by Neiland.108 For large
scaled distancex̃ downstream of separation, a form wa
found for the flow nearc* that asymptotically matches th
flow near separation; the leading-order term in the series
scaled velocity is

ũ; x̃1/3F08~ h̃ !, h̃5
ỹ2A~ x̃!

x̃1/3 . ~12!

A prime denotes differentiation with respect toh̃, and the
function A( x̃) is linear for largex̃ such thath̃50 corre-
sponds to the dividing streamline.

This asymptotic solution for flow nearc* downstream
of S is to be applied to the model embodied in Eq.~7!,
rewritten here as

E
x1

xRS m
]u

]yD
c*

dx}yR~p32p2!. ~13!

The proportionality implies thatpR scales withp3 , which is
not in general true, but~for lack of any better theory for the
reattachment process! is assumed to hold approximately u
der the present conditions. Then using the transformation
Eq. ~10!, the chain rule for partial derivatives, plus the e
pressions in Eq.~12!, the integrand on the left-hand side
Eq. ~13! may be written

]u

]yU
c*

dx;
ad

eb2 F09~0!dx̃. ~14!

Similarly, yR5e5bx̃1/3. Substituting these into Eq.~13!, tak-
ing mc* 5mw , and solving forx̃R gives

x̃R}Fe6b3~p32p2!

admwF9~0! G3/2

. ~15!

Then xR2x1 is identified with Lsep and the constants ar
expanded to give

Lsep}
~p32p2!3/2

mwrw
1/2U08~0!2 Rex1

, ~16!

whereF09(0) is dropped because it is a constant. With t
perfect-gas relation for sound speed,

Lsep

x1
}

1

g1
3/2M1

3 S ue

x1U08~0! D
2S re

rw
D 1/2S me

mw
D S p32p2

p1
D 3/2

.

~17!

Equation~17! is a general result valid for any form o
the undisturbed boundary-layer profile. It is important to n
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the inverse-square dependence onU08(0), i.e., the develop-
ment of shear stress along the dividing streamline is cha
terized by the wall shear of the incoming boundary lay
Comparisons between computed and predicted wall sh
~similar to those for heat flux in Fig. 7! showed that the
flat-plate compressible Blasius solution for a laminar bou
ary layer, with reference-temperature modification, give
reasonable approximation for skin friction under the pres
conditions. EvaluatingU08(0) from Eq.~3! and the definition
of Cf gives

U08~0!50.332
uem* r*

x1mwrw
A 1

C*
. ~18!

Substituting this into Eq.~17! results in

Lsep

x1
}

L1

g1
3/2M1

3 S p32p2

p1
D 3/2

, ~19!

where

L5S mw

m* D S T*

Te
D S Tw

Te
D 1/2

. ~20!

The dependence onM1 is identical to that in Eqs.~8! and~9!,
but the dependence onp3 does not correspond to previou
empirical results. The factorL is unique to the present wor
and describes the effect on skin friction of wall-to-edge te
perature ratio for arbitrary viscosity law, the latter accoun
for using the reference-temperature concept. For an id
fluid with C51, L reduces to (Tw /Te)

3/2. Equation~19! can
also be obtained, following Burggraf,103 by application of the
incompressible Bernoulli equation to the asymptotic solut
alongc* . This is because, within the triple-deck framewor
c* resides in a thin incompressible layer.

Equation~19! provides no predictive capability, only
partial scaling forLsep. It is based on the leading-order ter
of an asymptotic theory for large Rex1

, and therefore canno
predict the functional dependence on Rex1

. In Sec. VI, the
new factorL is shown to provide some measure of collap
for data spanning a large range inL.

V. ANALYSIS OF REAL-GAS EFFECTS

Investigation of mechanisms for real-gas effects onLsep

benefits from a broad classification into mechanisms due
processes occurring external and internal to viscous reg
of the flow. Within this framework, external real-gas effec
are defined as changes inLsep due to chemistry in the exter
nal inviscid flow, with respect to a frozen flow with the sam
free stream, and the effect this has on a nonreacting bou
ary layer, shear layer, and separation bubble. Internal r
gas effects are defined as changes inLsepdue to chemistry in
viscous regions of the flow, with respect to a nonreact
boundary layer, shear layer, and separation bubble ha
the same external inviscid flow conditions. It is important
note the distinction between reference flows. External a
internal mechanisms were investigated separately using
ferent techniques.
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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A. External mechanisms

External mechanisms were investigated using the id
dissociating gas~IDG! model of Lighthill109 to estimate local
external flow conditions for both equilibrium and froze
flow, and evaluating the relative change inLsep/x1 between
these two flows according to the following empirical perfe
gas scaling law based on local external flow conditions:

Lsep

x1
}

L1ARex1

g1
3/2M1

3 S p32p2

p1
D , ~21!

assembled from theL, g, andM1 behavior of Eq.~19!, the
Rex1

behavior of Eq.~8!, and a linearp3 behavior consisten
with both Eq.~9! and the present experimental results~see
Sec. VI A!. This method elucidates external mechanisms
dependently of internal mechanisms. The simplicity of t
IDG model permitted efficient investigation of a large p
rameter space.

1. IDG oblique shocks

The IDG model has previously been applied to obliq
shocks by Sanderson.38 A nondimensional form of the shoc
jump equations is obtained by introducing the followin
parameters110 ~written for nitrogen!: the static-to-dynamic
pressure ratio

P5
p

ru2 }
1

M2 , ~22!

the ratio of kinetic energy to dissociation energy

K5
u2

2RN2
ud

, ~23!

and the ratio of stagnation enthalpy to dissociation energ

H05
h0

RN2
ud

5KF112PS 41a

11a D G1a, ~24!

whereRN2
is the gas constant of N2 , ud5113 200 K is the

characteristic temperature for dissociation of N2 , and a is
the atomic mass fraction. For an oblique shock of angleb
relative to the upstream flow direction, with upstream a
downstream states denoted 1 and 2, respectively, the sh
normal components ofP andK are

P1n5
P1

sin2 b
, K1n5K1 sin2 b. ~25!

Substituting Eq.~25! in Eq. ~24! givesH01n
. Using the ideal-

gas thermal equation of state

p5r~11a!RN2
T ~26!

with the IDG caloric equation of state

h5RN2
@~41a!T1aud#, ~27!

and introducing the notationr̂5r2 /r1 , etc., the conserva
tion equations for momentum and energy can be reduced
single quadratic equation for the density ratio across an
lique shock,
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~H01n
2a2!r̂222K1n~11P1n!S 41a2

11a2
D r̂

1K1nS 71a2

11a2
D50. ~28!

Only one solution corresponds to a shock discontinuity~the
other represents relaxation from a nonequilibrium upstre
state!, given always by the largest root,

r̂5
K1n~11P1n!~41a2!~11AD !

~H01n
2a2!~11a2!

, ~29!

D512
~H01n

2a2!~71a2!~11a2!

K1n~41a2!2~11P1n!2 . ~30!

Written this way, it is clear a real solution must have

H01n
.a2>amin5 f n~a1 ,K1n ,P1n!, ~31!

where the determinantD50 at a25amin .
For frozen flow,a25a1 and Eq.~29! reduces to

r̂ fr5
71a1

11a112P1n~41a1!
. ~32!

For equilibrium flow, an additional equation is required; t
IDG equilibrium law of mass action,

a2
2

12a2
5

rd

r1
expH ~11a2!r̂2

2K1n@12 r̂~11P1n!#J . ~33!

The heart of the IDG model is the approximation embod
in Eq. ~33!, whereby the contribution of internal energ
modes to the law of mass action is a weak function of te
perature over a wide range and is taken to be constant a
average valuerd ~1.33105 kg/m3 for N2). This approxima-
tion effectively forces the vibrational energy of the molec
lar component of the gas to be constant at half of its fu
excited value@see Eq.~27!#, which is what in practice mos
limits the usefulness of the model.

Because the flow deflection angleu is known, and not
the shock angleb, another equation is needed to close t
problem. From geometrical considerations and conserva
of mass,

tan~b2u!5
tanb

r̂
. ~34!

Given a wedge angleu and upstream state~a1 , P1 , K1 , and
rd /r1), a steady weak oblique shock solution forr̂, b, and
a2 was found by simultaneously solving Eqs.~29!, ~30!,
~33!, and~34! for equilibrium flow, or Eqs.~32! and~34! for
frozen flow. Other parameters such asû, T̂, and M2 were
then evaluated explicitly. Sound speed was calculated a
Vincenti and Kruger.111 Viscosity was estimated as in Se
III C 3.

2. IDG results for separation length

The IDG model for oblique shocks was applied to t
inviscid double-wedge configuration shown in Fig. 9. A
though this simplified geometry neglects effects due to sp
ting of the corner shock into two weaker shocks at separa
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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and reattachment, it was necessary because the sepa
geometry could not be predicted and in any case depend
internal mechanisms. Thus results in Figs. 10 and 11
presented in terms ofLsep/x1 , which overemphasizes th
effect of external mechanisms onLsep alone. In Eq.~21!, p2

was set equal topinc found from triple-deck theory,104,105

pinc2p1

p1
;1.04g1M1

2S C* /Rex1

M1
221

D 1/4

. ~35!

Three different solutions were obtained for each geome
and ~uniform! free-stream condition specified; one with fr
zen flow on both wedges, one with equilibrium flow on bo
wedges, and one with frozen flow on the first wedge a
equilibrium flow on the second wedge. The latter soluti
approximates a case that may arise at lower incidence, w
the first shock does not induce a significant reaction rate,
increases the density and temperature enough to cause
tions behind the second shock.

In Fig. 10 are presented IDG results, as the ratio
equilibrium-flow to frozen-flow solutions forLsep according
to Eq. ~21!, for a double-wedge geometry ofu1530° and
uw515° over a large range inH0`

obtained by varyingK`

while keepingP` andrd /r` fixed. Two sets of values wer

FIG. 9. Notation for IDG double-wedge calculations.
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used for the latter parameters, based on experimental co
tion C2 with Ae /A* 5100 and 400 as shown in Table I
Though these two cases are denoted in Fig. 10 by the co
sponding value ofAe /A* , the relationship toAe /A* holds
only for a particular value ofK` ; in a real shock tunnel flow,
K` cannot be varied independently ofP` without also
changingAe /A* . The classification byAe /A* is intended to
represent the highest and lowest free-stream density at
able in the high-enthalpy experiments. Two cases were
considered for the free-stream dissociation; the partially d
sociated condition (a`50.11) produced by T5, and a non
dissociated condition (a`50) corresponding to free flight a
the sameP` , K` , andrd /r` as the experiment. The curve
for a`50.11 in Fig. 10 terminate@outside the plot range in

FIG. 11. IDG results for the ratio ofLsepto frozen flat-plate solution, plotted
againstu1 with uw515° andK` , P` , andrd /r` fixed according to con-
dition C2 atAe /A* 5100. Three sets of solutions are given: frozen flow
both wedges~fr/fr !, frozen flow on first wedge with equilibrium flow on
second wedge~fr/eq!, and equilibrium flow on both wedges~eq/eq!. Each
solution set has two values ofa` as indicated. Equilibrium curve fora`

50.11 has a minimum inu1 at the CJ condition. Frozen curves have
maximum inu1 at the detachment condition.~d! The nonequilibrium invis-
cid triple-wedge computational results for condition C2 withAe /A* 5100
anduw515°.
FIG. 10. IDG results forLsep plotted againstH0`
with u1530° anduw515°, with P` andrd /r` fixed according to condition C2 atAe /A* 5100 and 400,

and witha` varied independently as indicated;~a! equilibrium-to-frozen ratio ofLsepwith frozen flow on first wedge;~b! equilibrium-to-frozen ratio ofLsep

with equilibrium flow on first wedge. Curves fora`50.11 exhibit a minimum inH0`
at the CJ condition.~d! The nonequilibrium inviscid double-wedge

computational result for condition C2 withAe /A* 5225,u1530°, anduw515°.
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Fig. 10~a!# on recombination branches at a minimumu1 cor-
responding to the Chapman–Jouget limit for exothermic d
continuities.

With frozen flow on the first wedge, the only differenc
between frozen and equilibrium solutions arises in region
thus the result in Fig. 10~a! is due entirely to changes inp3 .
Dissociation in region 3 causes a lower pressure and hen
reduction in Lsep, by as much as 50% atH0`

51. On
recombination-solution branches,p3 andLsep increase dras-
tically, but equilibrium recombination shocks are genera
not found in shock tunnel flows where recombination ra
are low. With equilibrium flow on the first wedge, Rex1

, M1 ,
and L1 all increase with dissociation, whilep3 /p1 may in-
crease or decrease depending ona` and H0`

; the result in
Fig. 10~b! similarly depends ona` andH0`

. The increase in
M1 dominates at moderate enthalpy, and an increase in
L1 andp3 /p1 dominates at high enthalpy.

To gauge the importance of these effects under typ
experimental conditions, one case was recomputed using
full thermochemical nonequilibrium code~see Sec. III! in-
stead of the IDG model, with the free stream initialized a
cording to an experiment withAe /A* 5225. The result is
represented by a single point in Fig. 10. Only a slight dep
ture from frozen-flow conditions was found in region 1, t
effects on Rex1

, M1 , and L1 canceling each other in th
scaling for Lsep. The combined nonequilibrium effects i
regions 1 and 3 result in negligible change inp3 /p1 . Exter-
nal mechanisms are not important at this condition.

Results from a second study for fixed stagnation
thalpy and varying incidence angle 0°,u1,45°, with flap
deflection angle fixed atuw515°, are presented in Fig. 11
Frozen–frozen, frozen–equilibrium, and equilibrium
equilibrium solutions are shown independently, each norm
ized by the flat-plate (u150°) frozen-flow solution. Two
values ofa` are again considered, but onlyAe /A* 5100.
The variation ofLsepwith u1 for frozen–frozen and frozen–
equilibrium solutions is generally nonmonotonic due to co
petition between decreasingL1 andp3 /p1 on the one hand
and increasing Rex1

plus decreasingM1 on the other hand
For the equilibrium–equilibrium solutions,Lsep increases
continuously with u1 , passing the flat-plate frozen-flow
value at an intermediate incidence angle. At high inciden
only the frozen–equilibrium solutions differ greatly from th
frozen–frozen solutions. Two cases were recomputed u
the nonequilibrium code, but due to inconsistencies with
IDG model ~free-stream nonuniformity, vibrational mode
ing, etc.!, care must be taken interpreting the results. Sli
nonequilibrium recombination was found atu1515°, which
may explain why this result lies between frozen and equi
rium solutions. Atu1540°, strong nonequilibrium dissocia

TABLE II. Approximate values of the nondimensional free-stream para
eters for condition C2 at two values ofAe /A* .

Ae /A* P` K` H0`
rd /r` a`

100 0.034 0.48 0.71 1.23107 0.11
400 0.017 0.51 0.70 3.23107 0.11
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tion occurs throughout the flow, and the result appears c
to the equilibrium–equilibrium IDG solution.

3. Relation to previous results

A decrease inLsep compared to frozen flow was ob
served for equilibrium compression-corner flows (u150°)
analyzed by Anders and Edwards21 and computed by Grass
and Leone,17 as well as for nonequilibrium shock
impingement flow computed by Furumotoet al.45 In each of
these cases, there is no dissociation upstream of separa
so the only external mechanism available is the effect
dissociation on reattachment pressure. Internal mechan
are not necessarily negligible, but they either act in the sa
direction or are weaker than the external mechanism.
decrease inLsep found by Brenneret al.42 and by Oswald
et al.43 for equilibrium hyperboloid-flare flow, with nondis
sociated free stream, is not so easily explained by exte
mechanisms. Though an axisymmetric configuration, the
perboloid flare has flow-deflection angles similar to the g
ometry in Fig. 10. The free-flight condition used by Brenn
et al.42 has a free-stream density two orders of magnitu
lower than found in T5. The equilibrium IDG solutions i
Fig. 10~b! show that asAe /A* increases~i.e., asr` de-
creases!, the value ofH0`

at which (Lsep!eq5(Lsep!fr in-
creases. This could explain by external mechanisms the
crease inLsepfor equilibrium hyperboloid-flare flows at low
density free-stream conditions, if in fact extern
mechanisms dominate these flows. Similar reasoning m
explain the decrease inLsepobserved experimentally by Kre
et al.40 for hyperboloid-flare flows. The shock-impingeme
flows studied by Ballaro and Anderson47 and by Grumet
et al.48 are analogous to the case of a compression co
with u150° anda`.0. Their results are not consistent wit
external mechanisms, except perhaps the high-pressure
computed by Grumetet al.48 with recombination down-
stream of reattachment, which could increasep3 and contrib-
ute to the observed increase inLsep. Internal mechanisms ar
probably important in these flows.

The present experimental measurements of phys
separation length could not be used to verify external mec
nisms, for the following reasons:~1! external mechanisms
could not be separated from unknown internal mechanis
which also existed in the experiments;~2! low-enthalpy fro-
zen and high-enthalpy reacting flows in the experiments
different free-stream conditions and could not be direc
compared with each other as done in the IDG study;~3! the
free-stream conditions in high-incidence experiments of
did not admit a frozen-flow solution~due to shock detach
ment!. The IDG results indicate that external mechanis
were only important in the experiments with high incidenc
and depend on free-stream dissociation which does not e
for free flight.

B. Internal mechanisms

Mechanisms for real-gas effects occurring internal
viscous regions of the flow may be further subdivided in
those arising upstream or downstream of separation. Con
ering the scaling in Eq.~17!, the upstream boundary laye

-
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affects Lsep through changes in the undisturbed wall she
stress; this was studied using the nonequilibrium code
scribed in Sec. III under conditions derived from the expe
ments. Thermochemical nonequilibrium processes in
shear layer and separated region must also affectLsep, but
these cannot be included in a scaling based on Eq.~17!, and
are only briefly considered.

1. Computational boundary-layer study

A limited number of flat-plate boundary-layer comput
tions were performed with uniform free-stream conditio
based on inviscid triple-wedge computational results just
stream of separation, as indicated in Fig. 12. The grids c
tained 100375 cells, clustered at the leading edge with
minimum spacing of 50mm, and at the wall with 35 cells
inside the displacement thickness estimated from frozen-fl
theory. Boundary-layer profiles were extracted 5 cm from
leading edge, half the 10 cm grid length. Further grid refi
ment at the leading edge changed the solution atx55 cm by
less than 0.5%. Excellent grid resolution in the transve

FIG. 12. Sketch of domain for nonequilibrium boundary-layer computati
showing initialization.
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direction is shown on some of the profiles in Figs. 13 and
by points corresponding to cell centers. Eight cases co
puted are described in Table III. For cases 1 and 2, the n
equilibrium flow state taken from the triple-wedge result w
significantly departed from a frozen or equilibrium flo
state, such thatae increased withx and produced a non
negligible difference between edge conditions of react
and frozen solutions atx55 cm. To permit a direct compari
son, the free-stream initialization of each frozen-flow co
putation was modified to match the external flow atx
55 cm in the corresponding nonequilibrium computatio
the modified conditions are shown separately in Table III

For all low-enthalpy cases, nonequilibrium computatio
indicated a chemically frozen boundary layer. Profiles ofa
for the high-enthalpy cases are shown in Fig. 13. T
boundary-layer thicknessd was taken as the location of th
first grid point for whichu.0.99ue . For the noncatalytic
results,aw decreased with distance from the leading ed
the value atx55 cm depending on the recombination ra
Though not evident on the scale used in Fig. 13, the nonc
lytic curves do exhibit]a/]y50 at the wall.

2. Upstream boundary layer

The effect of boundary-layer recombination on the w
shear stress is presented in Fig. 14 as the ratio of reactin
frozen Cf plotted against a simple gas-phase Damko¨hler
number, similar to one given by Rae,112

s

FIG. 13. Selected computational boundary-layer results fora; frozen flow ~---!, nonequilibrium flow with noncatalytic wall~-•-!, and nonequilibrium flow
with catalytic wall ~—!. Points on catalytic-wall curves indicate cell centers from computational grid. The cases are described in Table III.
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TABLE III. Description of cases encompassed by the computational boundary-layer study. Designations F, N, and C refer to frozen flow, nonequilibflow
with noncatalytic wall, and nonequilibrium flow with catalytic wall, respectively. The last three columns give experimental conditions on which free-stream
properties are based.

Case
no.

r`

~kg/m3!
u`

~m/s!
T`

~K!
Tu`

~K! a` M`

Rè
L55 cm

T5
cond. Ae /A* u1

1N/C 0.015 3000 7200 7400 0.21 1.61 1.243104 C2 400 40°
1F 0.015 06 3023 6921 6967 0.2198 1.65 1.303104

2N/C 0.055 2900 6700 6700 0.23 1.60 4.653104 C2 100 40°
2F 0.055 24 2906 6600 6603 0.2333 1.61 4.733104

3 0.015 1700 3600 3300 0.0002 1.45 1.283104 B1 400 40°
4 0.025 1700 3600 3300 0.0005 1.45 2.143104 B1 225 40°
5 0.008 5600 3000 4200 0.12 4.88 2.503104 C2 400 15°
6 0.022 5300 4400 4300 0.11 3.84 4.883104 C2 100 15°
7 0.009 3300 940 3300 0.0005 5.49 3.943104 B1 400 15°
8 0.015 3200 1000 3100 0.0005 5.16 6.103104 B1 225 15°
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, ~36!

whereda/dt is evaluated at the wall temperature and dens
but the free-stream composition, andx/ue characterizes the
streamwise flow time. Skin friction increases with recom
nation, but only a small amount~less than 5% over the case
studied!. For a catalytic wall, the increase depends only
ae ; since equilibrium is enforced at the wall, the parame
G has no importance. For a noncatalytic wall, the incre
occurs gradually with increasing2G.100 asaw decreases
The discrepancy for cases 3 and 4 arises probably from
brational nonequilibrium in the free-stream initializatio
causing mismatched edge conditions between frozen an
acting solutions similar to that already alleviated in case
and 2. According to Eq.~17!, the increase inCf observed
here may induce a small decrease inLsep with respect to a
frozen boundary layer with the same partially dissocia
edge conditions.

The present result is not consistent with a previous s
gestion by Mallinsonet al.36,37thatLsepshould increase for a
recombination-dominated boundary layer. They conside
chemical energy released or absorbed along a streamline
the effect this has on temperature and density profiles wh

FIG. 14. Comparison between frozen and reacting computational bound
layer results forCf , plotted against the nondimensional reaction-rate para
eterG given by Eq.~36!. ~l! Catalytic-wall results,~d! noncatalytic-wall
results. Numbered cases are described in Table III.
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determine boundary-layer thickness. The difference betw
frozen and equilibrium flows was considered as an excha
between chemical and thermal energy at constant press
enthalpy, and specific heat capacity; thus recombination
creases temperature, decreases density, and increasesd. The
relationship betweend and Cf appears straightforward; a
constant Rex , increasingd stretches the velocity profile in
physical coordinates, resulting in a lower shear stress at
wall. For the present computational study, a slight~,2%!
decrease ind was observed for cases 1 and 2.

The present result is, however, consistent with the re
of Ikawa,46 who showed a decrease inLsep and d due to
recombination by applying an extended momentum integ
method to the case of fully dissociated edge condition a
fully recombined wall condition. He assumed that diffusio
dominates over recombination, which taken together with
result of Mallinsonet al.,37 might suggest that diffusion an
recombination have compensating effects onCf . In fact,
careful examination of the present computational res
showed that the phenomenon is more complicated than
plied by either of these approximate methods.55

Temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 15 for two cas
Though temperature generally increases with recombina
@Fig. 15~a!#, it can also decrease with recombination as se
for the outer part of the boundary layer in Fig. 15~b!. The
effect of boundary-layer recombination cannot be descri
by a simple exchange between chemical and thermal ene
energy released by recombination may be carried away
conduction or diffusion. The temperature decrease in F
15~b! coincides with regions where]T/]y,0 or ]2T/]y2

.0, two conditions which do not exist in Fig. 15~a!. It can be
shown, by expanding conduction and diffusion terms fou
in any differential form of the energy conservation equati
for reacting flow, that the sign and magnitude of vario
enthalpy and mass-fraction derivatives are important in
termining the effect of recombination on temperatu
Streamwise derivatives can also be important, especially
a noncatalytic wall.

The velocity profile is modified only indirectly by real
gas effects, from changes in the physical scale related
changes in the Chapman–Rubesin parameterC and the den-
sity profile. In particular, a generalized compressib

ry-
-
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FIG. 15. Selected computational boundary-layer results forT/Te . Cases are described in Table III.
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ents
boundary-layer similarity transformation for the norm
coordinate,113 with C assumed constant and taken into t
transformation variableh, can be inverted to givey
}AC*(re dh/r); increasingC stretches the scale and d
creases]u/]y while increasingr has the opposite effect
Changes in viscosity, on which bothC andCf depend, fol-
low changes in temperature becausem depends only weakly
on a. Changes in density, however, depend on change
both a and T through the thermal equation of state at co
stant pressure,

r

r fr
5

Tfr

T S 11ae

11a D . ~37!
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Thus density may increase or decrease with recombinat
An increase in the shear stresst with recombination was
found everywhere in the computations except the outer
of the boundary layer in cases 5 and 6, where the tempera
decreased.

To emphasize these ideas, near-wall (y<0.1d fr) profiles
of reacting-to-frozen ratios of three parameters from the
lutions for case 2, as well as nondimensional mass-frac
gradient, are presented in Fig. 16 using a log coordinate.
large increase inT for a noncatalytic wall, twice that found
for a catalytic wall, coincides with the region where]2a/]y2

changes sign, indicating the importance of species gradi
n
a

FIG. 16. Near-wall (y<0.1d fr) boundary-layer profiles of reacting-to-frozen solution ratios forT, r, and]u/]y, as well as nondimensional mass-fractio
gradient, for computational case 2 described in Table III. Curves terminate at the center of the wall-adjacent computational cell. Points on the catlytic-wall
curve ford fr(]a/]y) indicate cell centers from computational grid.
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FIG. 17. Viscous double-wedge computational results in the separation region for shot 1796~condition C2,Ae /A* 5100, u1540°, uw515°); ~a! Mach
number contours, dividing streamlinec* , and line from which shear-layer profile is extracted;~b! profiles of M ~—!, a ~---!, andT/Te ~-•-, Te56940 K)
through the separated shear layer withy nondimensionalized by the distance toc* .
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in determining the effect of recombination on temperature
this same region, the change inT for a noncatalytic wall
dominates the change ina in Eq. ~37!, producing a decreas
in r with recombination. Very close to the cold wall, th
temperature is constrained andr increases due to the de
crease ina, while the chemical energy released by recom
nation is conducted to the wall by the large temperature g
dient. The effect of recombination on the velocity gradien
dominated at the wall by the increase inr, with
(]u/]y)/(]u/]y) fr.1 at the wall-adjacent computation
cell despite the large value ofC/Cfr ~not shown! and, for a
noncatalytic wall, despite the region of decreased densi
slight distance away from the wall. Becausem increases with
T in the same region that (]u/]y)/(]u/]y) fr,1, the increase
in t ~not shown! remains almost constant fory,0.1d fr .

In summary, the increased skin friction seen in Fig.
for reacting flow over frozen flow is due entirely to the dil
tational effect of increased density at the wall which occ
for recombination under the condition of constrained w
temperature. The authors know of no other published res
for recombination-dominated flat-plate boundary layers.
those works considering dissociation-dominated flat-p
boundary layers,112,114–118only the paper by Moore118 looked
at the effect of reactions on skin friction, finding an increa
at very high wall enthalpy.

3. Separated shear layer

Qualitative consideration of mechanisms for real-gas
fects arising downstream of separation was aided by exa
nation of the viscous double-wedge computational res
~see Sec. III C 4!; unfortunately, the same configurations d
not admit frozen-flow solutions for comparison. Figure 17~a!
shows the line through the shear layer from which the p
files in Fig. 17~b! were extracted. Recombination occurs
the shear layer abovec* , while a andT remain constant ove
much of the separation bubble. The dissociation fract
along the wall and along the dividing streamline~approxi-
mated here by taking a streamline very close to the w
upstream of separation! are shown in Fig. 18. Upstream o
separation,aw decreases from the free-stream value due
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nonequilibrium gas-phase recombination in the bound
layer near the noncatalytic wall. Downstream of separati
aw drops precipitously, but the partially recombined g
which follows the dividing streamline begins dissociatin
again as soon as it leaves the wall.

The mass-fraction gradients in Fig. 17~b! are very small
over much of the recirculating region, which, as sugges
by the near-wall noncatalytic result in Fig. 16, may result
a temperature rise due to recombination high enough
dominate the change ina, giving a lower density and henc
a larger separation bubble. The present model for separa
length@Eq. ~13!#, however, considers the shear stresst along
c* , and as discussed in Sec. V B 2, changes int due to
recombination are not necessarily related directly to the
latational effect of changes inr, but depend as well on
changes inm andC. It should also be noted that the mech
nism which increasesCf in a recombining boundary laye
was found to arise from an extreme thermal wall conditi
that does not exist nearc* in a shear layer. It can be see
from Fig. 17~b! that]2a/]y2.0 and]2T/]y2.0 nearc* , a
combination of derivatives which does not occur in t
boundary layer. The streamwise derivatives also dif

FIG. 18. Viscous double-wedge computational results fora near the wall
~—! and alongc* ~---! for shot 1796~described in Fig. 17!. Distance along
the streamline is projected on the wall in a direction perpendicular to
first wedge surface.
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greatly between the shear layer and the wall upstream
separation, as shown by Fig. 18. The present computat
cannot verify the effect of recombination ontc* , but it is
speculated that the present experimental result discusse
Sec. VI ~increasedLsep from recombination downstream o
separation! might result from a decrease intc* due to the
particular combination of thermal and species gradie
found nearc* .

The laminar shear layer in compressible flow has b
studied by a number of authors,119–122but not in the context
of a dissociating or recombining gas. One previous resul
interest, from a study of base flow by Denison and Baum121

is that a hot recirculating region gives significantly larg
Lsep than a cold recirculating region. Recombination insi
the recirculating region may cause the same effect with
spect to frozen flow.

4. Relation to previous results

Many previous computational results for shoc
boundary-layer interaction in reacting flow show increas
skin friction downstream of reattachment compared to fro
flow,17,45,47,48 regardless of free-stream dissociatio
boundary-layer dissociation or recombination, wall catalyt
ity, and wall temperature~with Tw<Te). With the present
results indicating increased skin friction as well, this su
gests that reactions in the boundary layer act to increase
wall shear stress under any situation, except perhaps for a
wall. The decrease in separation length for reacting flow
served by Furumotoet al.45 and by Grasso and Leone17 may
be partially due to dissociation occurring in the separat
region, but the behavior can be explained by external mec
nisms. The large increase inLsepobserved by Grumetet al.48

for strong recombination in the separation region at h
pressure is consistent with the present experimental re
~see Sec. VI C!. At low pressure, Grumetet al.48 found that
Lsep was slightly smaller for a catalytic wall than for a no
catalytic wall, consistent with the present computational
sults showing higher skin friction for a catalytic wall whe
the reaction rate is not high~see Fig. 14!. The case computed
by Ballaro and Anderson,47 also at low pressure, showed
slight decrease inLsep for reacting flow compared to froze
flow ~despite some recombination in the separation regio!.

Recombination might occur in the separated region
the hyperboloid-flare flow studied by Brenneret al.,42 but in
this case the frozen reference flow is everywhere undiss
ated and the decrease inLsep is probably dominated by ex
ternal mechanisms. It is important to emphasize that the
ternal real-gas effects presently considered are define
changes inLsep with respect to frozen flow with the sam
local external conditions, not with the same free-stream c
ditions.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, experimental separation length data,
tained by the methods in Sec. II, are presented with the ai
computational and theoretical results from Secs. III and
Interpretation benefits from the framework developed in S
V to describe real-gas effects.
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A. Application of new scaling

The theoretical result in Eq.~19! has a dependence o
reattachment pressure ratio different from previous res
which suggest either a quadratic@Eq. ~8!# or linear@Eq. ~9!#
behavior. For the present experiments, this power-law dep
dence was found by empirical correlation ofLsep scaled by
the other parameters in Eq.~19!, as shown in Fig. 19. The
only parameter measured directly from experiment w
Lsep/x1 ; all other parameters were obtained from the inv
cid triple-wedge computations, with viscosities inL1 calcu-
lated as in Sec. III C 3. The data do not collapse to a sin
line, but when they are divided into subsets based on s
nation enthalpy, straight lines fit to each subset in log–
coordinates indicate an average dependence on the pre
ratio factor that is close to linear. The scarcity of data
conditions A1–2 prevents a useful fit in this range, the slo
of the line being controlled heavily by a single datum. R
plotting Fig. 19 using experimental measurements forp3 ~av-
eraged over selected transducers downstream of reat
ment!, with p2 evaluated from Eq.~35!, increases the relative
scatter of the data but has virtually no effect on the slo
obtained from linear fits in log–log coordinates.

A linear dependence on the pressure ratio has previo
been found for supersonic interactions18 and for transitional
or turbulent interactions.102 The present experimental da
reside in the supersonic regime with 1,M1&5. The appar-
ent difference between supersonic and hypersonic inte
tions among previous results for pressure ratio depende
@see Eqs.~8! and~9!# might be explained by a change in th
reattachment process from an essentially isentropic pro
in supersonic interactions to a nonisentropic process in
personic interactions, for which the reattachment sho
forms closer to the wall. In the latter case, a loss in to
pressure at reattachment could require a longer separa
length to overcome the same rise in static pressure.

The value ofL1 is shown in Fig. 20~a! to vary by more

FIG. 19. ExperimentalLsep data correlated against (p32p2)/p1 from com-
putations. Different symbols represent the different shock tunnel condit
described in Table I, as indicated by the legend. Error bars include mea
ment uncertainty inLsep and uncertainty in the computed parameters due
uncertainty in reservoir conditions. Lines represent fits to select sets of
ditions ~-•-A1–2; —B1–3, ---C1–4!, and n is the slope of each line in
log–log coordinates.
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 20. Effect ofL1 on correlation of experimentalLsep; ~a! correlation of scaledLsepagainstL1 , ~b! repeat of the pressure correlation in Fig. 19 withL1

removed from theLsep scaling. Symbols, error bars, lines, andn are described in Fig. 19.
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than an order of magnitude over the experimental conditio
There is a tendency for high-enthalpy experiments to h
low L1 and low-enthalpy experiments to have highL1 , with
some overlap. Thus it is not surprising to see that whenL1 is
removed from theLsep scaling as shown in Fig. 20~b!, the
high-enthalpy and low-enthalpy data which were segrega
in Fig. 19 now fall in the same region. The scatter in Fig.
is larger than the error bars, which include measurement
certainty inLsepand the reservoir conditions but none of t
other uncertainties due to approximations involved in
computations, assumptions used to write Eq.~13!, or the
derivation ofL1 from flat-plate boundary-layer theory usin
the reference temperature. IfL1 is removed from the scaling
however, the relative scatter becomes noticeably worse.

The apparent increase in relative scatter for each su
of data whenL1 is removed from the scaling was quantifie
using statistical analysis of the relative root-square de
tions,

d5AS L2Lfit

Lfit
D 2

, ~38!

whereL are data for the ordinate of scaledLsepin Fig. 19 or
20~b!, and Lfit are values for the ordinate predicted by t
curve fits. In Table IV are given the meand̄ and standard
deviations for each set of relative deviations; low-enthalp
and high-enthalpy conditions, with and without inclusion
L1 in the scaling. The mean deviation from each curve fi
clearly smaller whenL1 is included in the scaling. The sta

TABLE IV. Statistical analysis of scatter inLsep correlations; the scatter is
quantified by the meand̄ and standard deviations of the relative deviations
d defined by Eq.~38!, andP is the two-sided probability, based on a te
statistic using Student’st-distribution, that the increase ind̄ when L1 is
removed has no statistical significance.

Condition

With L1 Without L1

Pd̄ s d̄ s

B1–3 0.293 0.288 0.533 0.631 0.081
C1–4 0.157 0.155 0.318 0.248 0.002
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tistical significance of the difference ind̄ was determined by
a statistical test of the null hypothesis that both sets of
viations have the same population mean. The appropriate
statistic for unknown population standard deviations and
equal sample standard deviations relies on Student’s t
sidedt-distribution.123 As shown in Table IV, the confidenc
that the reduction in scatter~whenL1 is employed! is statis-
tically significant is approximately 92% for the low-enthalp
data and.99% for the high-enthalpy data.

It has been shown qualitatively by numerous previo
investigations in perfect-gas flows thatLsep increases with
increasingTw /T1 ~see Sec. I A 1!, andL1 quantifies this ef-
fect by linking Tw /T1 to the skin friction of the incoming
boundary layer using the reference-temperature method
the scaling from triple-deck theory. The resulting depe
dence onTw /T1 is consistent with previous qualitative re
sults. In addition, the large range inTw /T1 suggests that any
dependence ofLsep on Tw /T1 is important in the presen
experiments. The use ofL1 also recovers the linear depen
dence on pressure ratio found in previous results for su
sonic interactions. Thus the new factorL1 introduced in the
present work accounts at least approximately for wall te
perature effects on separation length. The fact that it a
segregates the high-enthalpy and low-enthalpy data f
each other is attributed in Sec. VI C to real-gas effects. T
factor g3/2 varies only a small amount in the present expe
ments.

B. Reynolds-number effects

Separation length scaled by all the other parameters,
ing the linear pressure ratio dependence found for the pre
experiments, is plotted against Rex1

in Fig. 21. This plot ap-

pears similar to one presented by Needham and Stollery,27,53

which correlates several authors’ results against Rex1
and

shows a precipitous drop in scaled separation length du
transition occurring upstream of reattachment. The sharp
crease in Fig. 21 occurs over a range of Rex1

(1 – 43105)

significantly lower than that found by Needham and Stolle
(1 – 43106). The present data, however, exhibit the sa
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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behavior in that transition occurs for smaller Rex1
as uw is

increased while the conditions in region 1 are kept const
This result is explained simply by the increase inLsep with
increasinguw ; the location of transition in a free-shear lay
depends on distance from its origin at separation. In addit
transitional or turbulent structures in the boundary la
downstream of reattachment were evident in some of
corresponding interferograms.

The most reliable indicator of transition was comparis
of measured heat flux in the reattachment region to pre
tions based on laminar and turbulent models as describe
Sec. III C 4. The predictions were computed for every sho
Fig. 21, including additional predictions for high-enthalp
experiments using theaw50 approximation, and additiona
predictions for all shots based on edge conditions corre
using experimental pressure measurements. Any shot
heat flux measurements falling above the laminar predicti
by more than about 25% of the difference between lami
and turbulent predictions was assumed to be transitional,
the corresponding data in Fig. 21 are flagged as indicated
making the determination, consideration was given to
accuracy of predictions upstream of separation, the availa
ity of pressure-corrected predictions, and the possibility
obscurement by the effects of strong shock–shock inte
tion. Based on the results of this comparison, it is clear t
experiments at moderate to high Reynolds number suffe
transition upstream of reattachment, causing the obse
drop in separation length.

The large difference in transition Reynolds number b
tween the present results and those of Needham
Stollery27,53 is likely due to the destabilizing effects of lowe
Mach number95,124–126and lower wall temperature124 in the
present experiments. For shear-layer transition, the Reyn
number of importance is based on distance from the origin
the shear layer, denoted here as ReLsep

and evaluated for the
present experiments usingLsep measurements and invisci
triple-wedge computational results in region 2. Transition

FIG. 21. Correlation of experimentalLsep against Rex1
from computations.

Symbols, error bars, line fits, andn are described in Fig. 19. Flagged sym
bols indicated suspected transitional interactions, which are excluded
the fits for conditions B1–3 and C1–4. Dotted lines are a visual aid to s
possible transitional paths.
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shown to occur for a number of shots in the range 23104

,ReLsep
,23105, corresponding to 2,M2,5. Compila-

tions of data by Birch and Keyes126 and by King et al.125

both indicate transition Reynolds number on the order of 15

but varying by at least a factor of 4 over this range in Ma
number. Larson and Keating124 showed also that the trans
tion Reynolds number can decrease well below 105 with de-
creasing Tw /Taw . Even low-enthalpy conditions in the
present experiments haveTw /Taw an order of magnitude
lower than they investigated. This effect may also expl
the earlier transition seen in Fig. 21 for high-enthalpy con
tions. The unknown acoustic disturbance levels are proba
not a factor; the experiments of Kinget al.125 with laminar
and turbulent nozzle wall boundary layers showed virtua
no effect of the noise environment on transition of a se
rated shear layer.

The present results in Fig. 21 do not show a square-r
dependence on Rex1

for laminar interactions as found b

Needham,12 but the present data also cover a limited range
Rex1

and have a high degree of scatter, thus making it v

difficult to obtain an empirical correlation with Rex1
to any

reasonable accuracy. An important observation from Fig.
is that the dependence on Rex1

is not significantly different

between high-enthalpy and low-enthalpy experiments w
laminar interactions, i.e., a Reynolds-number effect can
account for the shift in high-enthalpy data above lo
enthalpy data.

C. Real-gas effects

The upward shift of high-enthalpy data evident in Fig
19 and 21 arises from either an increase in measuredLsepdue
to effects not accounted for by the scaling, or an overpred
tion of the parameter groupM1

3g3/2/L1 due to effects not
accounted for by the external-flow computations. To co
vincingly attribute the discrepancy to real-gas effects, ot
possible causes must be eliminated. The difference canno
accounted for by any reasonable systematic error in
methods used to predict the external flow parameters; on
the largest sources of error is uncertainty in the reserv
conditions, already included in the error bars shown in e
figure. There is no reason effects due to three-dimensio
flow should have significant dependence on stagnation
thalpy. The margin for error in flow-establishment estim
tions ~see Sec. II D! was smaller for high-enthalpy cond
tions, but if separated flow were not established,
measuredLsep would be smaller, not larger.

Only condition C4 was expected to have significa
driver-gas contamination~see Sec. II D 1!, yet it is well cor-
related with the other high-enthalpy conditions in Fig. 1
This indicates two possibilities; either the degree of conta
nation in condition C4 was not significant, or contaminati
has only a weak effect on separation length. To estimate
magnitude of contamination effects on the parameter gro
ing used to scale separation length, a simple analysis
performed, consisting of a perfect-gas nozzle expansion
lowed by a perfect-gas wedge flow with various mass fr
tions of helium up to 50%. The procedure neglects any eff

m
w
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of the helium diluent on the nitrogen recombination ra
which may change the free-stream composition. TakingL1

to be approximately (Tw /T1)3/2, the largest relative chang
in the groupingM1

3g1
3/2(T1 /Tw)3/2 due to contamination wa

found to be on the order of a 15% reduction, consistent w
the direction of the observed shift but far too small in ma
nitude. Flow history may also be important in determini
the effects of contamination on separation length; if the se
rated flow is well established when helium arrives, then m
of the helium flows past the separation zone without ente
the recirculating region.

Despite the suggestive nature of a comparison betw
Figs. 19 and 20~b!, the extensive arguments presented in S
VI A strongly discredit the possibility that the discrepan
could arise solely from the new scaling parameterL1 . In-
stead,L1 serves to elucidate real-gas effects which are o
erwise obscured.

External mechanisms for real-gas effects are already
cluded in theLsepscaling by use of external flow paramete
from nonequilibrium external flow computations. The inte
nal mechanism responsible for increasedLsep must arise
from recombination occurring downstream of separation,
cause recombination effects on the upstream boundary l
were shown to be small in magnitude and cause a decrea
Lsep ~see Sec. V B!. The ratio of high-enthalpy to low-
enthalpy data in Fig. 19 is approximately constant ove
wide range of pressures~p2.15– 170 kPa among high
enthalpy experiments!, despite significant differences in re
combination rate~cases withu1515° and highAe /A* have
nearly frozen boundary layers! and degree of external disso
ciation ~0.11,a1,0.25 among high-enthalpy experiments!.
Thus it appears that the observed real-gas effect has
dependence on reaction rate or dissociation fraction. Th
parameters could not, however, be varied independentl
one another in the experiments. In addition, no computati
were performed in the present work to investigate the det
of the mechanism causing increasedLsep. The present resul
is consistent with the computational results of Grum
et al.48 for shock-impingement flows witha1.0. These
showed a large increase inLsep for high-pressure condition
with p15123 kPa~which is of the same order asp1 in the
present experiments!, and a slight decrease inLsep for p1

5143 Pa~with minimal recombination observed in the fre
shear layer!.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Experiments were performed in the T5 Hyperveloc
Shock Tunnel to investigate shock/boundary-layer inter
tion on a double wedge under high-enthalpy conditions w
nitrogen test gas. Separation length was measured using
visualization. Local inviscid external flow properties we
estimated using a computational technique to account
thermochemical nonequilibrium and a nonuniform fr
stream. A new scaling parameterL1 describing wall-
temperature effects on separation length was developed
nonreacting boundary layer by applying results fro
asymptotic theory to a simple force balance model, using
reference-temperature method to account for arbitrary
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cosity law. A framework for describing real-gas effects
separation length was introduced which classifies mec
nisms into those arising external or internal to viscous
gions of the flow. The framework provides a context
which previous, present, and future results for real-gas
fects on separated flow may be discussed.

External mechanisms were investigated by application
the ideal dissociating gas model to a scaling law for sepa
tion length based on local external flow properties. For d
sociation occurring behind the reattachment shock but
behind the leading shock, the reattachment pressure
creases with respect to frozen flow and causes a decrea
separation length. For dissociation occurring behind the le
ing shock, the local Reynolds number, Mach number, a
wall-to-edge temperature ratio at separation all increase w
respect to frozen flow, but these have competing effects
the separation length. In addition, whether the reattachm
pressure increases or decreases depends on the free-s
dissociation level. Thus the separation length may in gen
either increase or decrease, but appears to be affected u
conditions of the present high-enthalpy experiments only
very high incidence, where a slight decrease is expected

Internal mechanisms were further subdivided into tho
arising upstream or downstream of separation. The form
were investigated by application of a thermochemical n
equilibrium Navier–Stokes code to flat-plate boundary lay
under conditions of the present experiments, which enco
passed only recombination-dominated boundary layers w
partially dissociated edge conditions. Recombination nea
cold wall was shown to increase skin friction~up to 5%
under the present conditions! relative to a frozen boundary
layer with the same external dissociation level. According
the present theoretical model, this should cause a decrea
separation length. The mechanism has a small effect des
dissociation up to 25% in the local external flow at sepa
tion. Mechanisms arising downstream of separation were
analyzed in detail.

The experimental data for separation length were inv
tigated by use of correlations based on local external par
eters computed for reacting inviscid flow. This effective
scaled out external mechanisms. A linear dependence on
reattachment pressure ratio was found, in accordance
previous results for supersonic interactions in perfect-
flow. A Reynolds-number effect due to transition movin
upstream of reattachment was found for many of the lo
enthalpy experiments. An increase in scaled separa
length, approximately by a factor of 3, was observed
high-enthalpy laminar-interaction data with respect to lo
enthalpy laminar-interaction data. The increase could only
recognized when the new parameterL1 was included in the
scaling to account for wall temperature effects on a non
acting boundary layer. The increase was attributed to an
ternal mechanism arising downstream of separation. It w
speculated that recombination in the free-shear layer or s
ration bubble under the present conditions decreases
shear stress along the dividing streamline.

It is important to emphasize that the observed real-
effect appears to arise from the combination of free-stre
dissociation and a cold wall, two conditions peculiar
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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shock tunnel experiments and not typically found in flight.
is also important to keep in mind the reference frozen flo
the observed internal mechanism induces an increase in s
ration length with respect to a frozen boundary layer with
same local external flow, even though that external flow m
arise from nonequilibrium flow behind the leading shoc
The complexity of the problem prohibits any general sta
ment regarding separation length in practical flows wh
may combine internal and external mechanisms. Never
less, much progress has been achieved in understandin
physics of real-gas effects on separation.
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